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EXTERNAL EXAMINER’S REPORT
ACADEMIC YEAR: 2010– 2011
PART A: GENERAL INFORMATION
Subject area and awards being examined:
School of:

Earth and Environment

Subject(s):

Programme(s) / Module(s):

awards: (e.g. BA/BSc/MSc etc.)

Earth Systems Science
Meteorology and Atmospheric Science
Environmental Biogeoscience
Environmental Science
Environmental Science (International)
Environmental Conservation

BSc
BSc
BSc
BSc
MEnv
BSc

The completed report should be attached to an e-mail and sent as soon as possible, and no later than 6 weeks after the relevant
meeting of the Board of Examiners, to exexadmin@leeds.ac.uk.
Alternatively you can post your report to:
Head of Academic Quality and Standards,
Academic Quality and Standards Team,
Room 12:81, EC Stoner Building,
The University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT

PART B: COMMENTS FOR THE INSTITUTION ON THE EXAMINATION PROCESS AND
STANDARDS
Matters for Urgent Attention
If there are any areas which you think require urgent attention before the programme is offered again please note them in this
box.

None

Only applicable in first year of appointment
Were you provided with copies of previous relevant External Examiners’ reports and the response of the School to these?

Yes.

For Examiners completing their term of appointment
Please comment on your experience of the programme(s) over the period of your appointment, remarking in particular on
changes from year to year and the progressive development and enhancement of the learning and teaching provision, on
standards achieved, on marking and assessment and the procedures of the School.

Standards
1. Please indicate the extent to which the programme aims and intended learning outcomes (ILOs) were
commensurate with the level of the award?
•
•

The appropriateness of the intended learning outcomes for the programme(s)/modules and of the structure and content
of the programme(s);
The extent to which standards are appropriate for the award or award element under consideration.

Module descriptions are very detailed and the learning outcomes clearly lead out. The
Dissertation handbook is a particularly good example of clarity in terms of what is expected
of students, the effort they need to put in and the level of supervision that they can expect. It
is also clear what constitutes a dissertation and what does not.
2. Did the aims and ILOs meet the expectations of the national subject benchmark (where relevant)?
•

The comparability of the programme(s) with similar programme(s) at other institutions and against national benchmarks
and the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications.

The quality and level for each module is appropriate and of comparable standards to other
institutions. For most courses, the progression was clear in terms of depth in knowledge gained by
students.
3. Please comment on the assessment methods and the appropriateness of these to the ILOs?
•
•

The design and structure of the assessment methods, and the arrangements for the marking of modules and the
classification of awards;
The quality of teaching, learning and assessment methods that may be indicated by student
performance.

There is a good mix of assessment methods and a good balance between class work, some of
which is open book, and closed book exams. The marking schemes are clearly defined for each
assessment and specifically, the system of moderation that the school have seems to work really
well. By and large, there is good formal record keeping so that as externals, we are able to follow
how decisions were arrived at. The mark profile for the modules is consistent with the university
averages and standard deviations, although this year’s cohort appeared to have some exceptionally
bright students in some programmes.
4. Were students given adequate opportunity to demonstrate their achievement of the aims and ILOs?
•
•

The academic standards demonstrated by the students and, where possible, their performance in relation to students
on comparable courses;
The strengths and weaknesses of the students as a cohort.

Yes, and feedback from students indicated that assessments and deadlines were advertised in good time.
The use of practice sessions/exercises was deemed to be particularly helpful to students.

5. For Examiners responsible for programmes that include clinical practice components, please comment
on the learning and assessment of practice components of the curriculum

6. The nature and effectiveness of enhancements to the programme(s) and modules since the previous
year
It would be particularly helpful if you could also identify areas of good practice which are worthy of wider dissemination.

Most of the issues raised in the previous year with regard to specific modules and specifically the
dissertation appeared to have been resolved. There was clear documented evidence of actions taken and
also plans for the coming year.
7. The influence of research on the curriculum and learning and teaching
This may include examples of curriculum design informed by current research in the subject; practice informed by
research; students undertaking research.

The dissertations cover a wide range of topics that largely reflect the research domain of staff in the school.
It is particularly pleasing to see cases where dissertations are seen to be good enough to publish and this

year, I saw at least two that fit this category. It was also clear from looking at the content and exam
questions of (particularly year 3) some modules that students are being taught current research issues.

The Examination Process
8. The University and its Schools provide guidance for External Examiners as to their roles, powers and
responsibilities. Please indicate whether this material was sufficient for you to act effectively as an
External Examiner?
•

Whether external examiners have sufficient access to the material needed to make the required judgements and
whether they are encouraged to request additional information.

•

The information was communicated clearly and on time. There was timely delivery of exam

questions for me to check, thanks to the excellent organisation by
group and in my
specific case
. The exam timetable was communicated in good time and upon
arrival, all the student work was provided neatly packaged by module, along with all
regulations. It was also clear when there were cases that warranted specific attention.
9. Did you receive appropriate documentation relating to the programmes and/or parts of programmes
for which you have responsibility, e.g. programme specifications or module handbooks?
•

The coherence of the policies and procedures relating to external examiners and whether they match the explicit roles
they are asked to perform.

Yes.
10. Was sufficient assessed/examination work made available to enable you to have confidence in your
evaluation of the standard of student work?
Yes, all work was available to look at.
11. Were the administrative arrangements satisfactory for the whole process, including the operation of
the Board of Examiners?
Yes. The system runs very smoothly. The fact that classification meetings are held in advance
considerably speeds up the final process.
12. Were appropriate procedures in place to give due consideration to mitigating circumstances and
medical evidence?
Yes. The final board had access to decisions taken regarding all mitigating circumstances. These were
clear without specific disclosure and one felt that due consideration had been given to each candidate
while at the same time not compromising academic standards.

For Examiners involved in Mentoring Arrangements
If you have acted as a mentor to a new external examiner or have received mentor support
please comment here on the arrangements.

Other Comments
Please use this box if you wish to make any further comments not covered elsewhere on the form.
This is my first time as external examiner anywhere and after shadowing the outgoing external last year, I can only
confirm that the school has a good system in place to make our work as smooth as possible. Some specific
comments which I list below reflect my own observation but also arise from student feedback.
1. The marking is fairly consistent between and within programmes, although the dissertations clearly reflect
some divergence in views about the quality of the work where two markers might differ by large margins. It
rd
is not clear why this arises and how you might reduce the incidence but in the end, the use of a 3 marker

and the subsequent discussion invariably seems to come up with a reasonable grade which I mostly agree
with. Interestingly, where such large differences arise, it is almost always the case that the supervisor gives
a higher mark, largely because supervisors sometimes reward effort rather than final product, suggesting
that there needs to be clarity on the relevance of this element in the assessment process. Given that this
issue appeared to be a cause for student complaints as reflected in last year’s external examiner’s report.
2. The other issue raised by dissertation marking is that some examiners scored it a fail under “extent of
intellectual effort” and also on “project design”. It would seem that some of these shortcomings could and
should be picked up earlier and certainly at poster stage so that changes or improvements can be
implemented.
3. The exam moderation process work well and the marking was fair and broadly consistent. In a few cases,
however, there were no comments/notes on why a specific mark was given and while I realise students
may not get these scripts, it is a helpful indicator to us. Specifically, I found a few cases where the
moderator had changed marks without any explanation as to why they increased the mark.
4. The issue of group assessment could be revisited in the sense that giving the same mark to all students in
a group can (a) lead to a narrow distribution (e.g. comment on SOEE2350: Energy: Science and Policy)
and (b) reward students who have not put in enough effort .

During the visit we had the opportunity to meet 7 students, 3 of whom were in the BSc programmes and the other 4
on BA programmes. We asked them to speak freely about their experience at university with a view to providing
constructive feedback that would benefit future cohorts. You will be glad to learn that at least the BSc cohorts were
mostly positive about the university, the courses and the general way the programmes were organised and
delivered. They noted that for them,
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

there was a clear progression route (unlike the BA cohorts) and generally got what they expected out
of the programme
assessment criteria were clear and deadlines were clearly communicated in good time
Dissertation supervision was adequate with clear information and expectations, particularly with regard
to them driving the frequency of student-supervisor contact
The dissertation prep module and the mini dissertation exercise in the penultimate year was particularly
useful in project design
Loved the school, found staff great and always willing to help and special mention was made of
(usual regarding stats and project design),
among teaching
staff and
among the teaching support staff.

There were issues that, along with the BA cohorts were of concern, however. I would like to emphasise that at least
st
the students on the BSc programmes have all performed really well (1 or 2i) and thus did not come to this meeting
to spite the school but to express some genuine views about where improvements could be implemented.
1. Getting feedback on time was seen as a bit of a problem. Most feedback came too late to be used as a
basis for improving on their next assignment. The practice essay was given as an example where they got
feedback 5 days before the real thing.
2. On the same issue, there were instances where some staff did not stick to, or relaxed the original
deadlines, sometimes leading to bunching up of deadlines, particularly with courses in other schools.
3. Most students sought better co-ordination of deadlines between different schools. In particular, some found
they had deadlines in other schools within a day of their dissertation deadline.
4. There was mixed feeling about the career guidance module; some students felt that it was badly taught but
generally everyone felt that better organisation of the interview practices and more formal arrangements
without peer marking was needed.
5. For the mini dissertation data analysis, students felt that they needed to be given a choice whether to
practice qualitative versus quantitative statistics. Some felt they did the wrong kind for their projects.
6. There needs to be a review of assessment for group work – one student was given a mark of zero despite
doing the work simply because others in his group didn’t do their bit. Having a group mark and an individual
mark would avoid these problems.
7. A plea: Please be firm on students that conduct conversation during lectures. The good students find it
disruptive but have no power to stop it.
8. Lastly but not least, fieldwork is greatly valued and could they please have more in the final year?
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